
Mower Derby Rules 
**DRIVER MUST HAVE LONG SLEEVE SHIRT AND PANTS, HELMET MUST BE WORN AT ALL TIMES. MUST HAVE EYE 

PROTECTION ON. 

 

 

1. The front of the mower can be 26” wide and 26” tall. Not homemade frames. Max 19 H/P/ Engine Belt driven air 
cooled. 

2. Must be front engine mower no rear engines allowed. All mowers must have factory stock engines. 
3. Reinforcing the frame is permitted. Transaxles must be factory, reinforcing or spider gears is allowed. 

Reinforcing around the engine is allowed but can’t be outside of the hood. 
4. Hoods must remain factory, hoods can be screwed down or welded. If hood is fiberglass, you can make a hood 

from sheet metal but it is not allowed to be any bigger than the fiber glass hood was. 
5. Brakes must be in operation when pulling in for the heat race. Must also have forward and reverse. 
6. Gas tank must be fastened with the cap on, if it comes loose or gas leaks you will be disqualified. 
7. Some sort of leg guard is mandatory before entering arena. Must got from rear fender to front foot rest or 

frame. 
8. A rear bumper is allowed but can’t extend more than four inches out from rear of mower not the tires. The 

bumper must be bigger than 3 inches wide and cannot extend past the tire. Rear bumper must be at least 6 
inches from the ground. 

9. Pulleys can be changed to incre3as speed. Drive train modifications are allowed but must stay belt driven. 
Wheels must be of lawnmower type, no dual wheels, tractor treat and cute tires are allowed. Tires must be lawn 
mower type. 

10. Mower decks must be removed before entrance to pit area, plus all headlights and any other plastics must be 
removed. 

11. Battery can be used to start the mower, but then must be taken out before entering arena, if mower is pull start 
you will not be allowed to use it once you enter arena. Absolutely no batteries for any reason can remain in 
mower. If your mower requires a battery you can’t run it. Maximum ½ gallon of fuel. 

12. The front of the frame under grill may be strengthened for hitting but must be a smooth finish front bumper. 
Cannot cover front tires maximum 6 inches tall, must be 6 inches off the ground, 2 inches from front frame of 
mower, bumper must be flat no points or sharp edges, no bracing at any time may cover front tires-including leg 
guards. 

13. If a driver rolls over he or she is disqualified, if any part of your body touches the ground you will be disqualified 
also. 

14. In the event of a roll-over the event will be stopped until the officials get the mower back up right. 
15. Number must be somewhere on each side of the mower, number may be on helmet also. 
16. No wheel weights on anything, no heavy modifications other than what is stated in these rules will be permitted. 

Mower must resemble a factory mower. 
17. The front and rear pulleys can have no more than a 3” difference in size from one another. (ie. If front is 6” rear 

can be between 3” and 9” and vice versa) 
18. All of these rules as far as when you are in the arena will be explained at the drivers meeting. If mower doesn’t 

pass inspection or participant refuses to fix something, there will be no refunds. 
19. Officials have final say. We reserve the right to check mower after the derby. 


